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Figure 1: DiCal digital paging is the most cost-effective
solution for alerting and fully compliant
with NFPA 1221.
7
Figure 2: The DiCal network architecture is flexible when
it comes to TCP/IP connected base stations. Only one,
several or all base stations can be connected. The best
trade off of speed, redundancy and cost savings are
achieved with the multi primary architecture.
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Figure 3: Example of a network with three primary base
stations of two rings of secondary base stations each. In
case the TCP/IP connection to one of the primary base
stations break, the network automatically switches to
wide broadcast mode that covers the area with
synchronous retransmissions.
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Figure 4: Swissphones DiCal network architecture is set
up to be fully redundant. Network status feedback allows
to track the transmission of any message and provides a
Health check of the system.
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5 Reasons
Why dedicated alerting
networks make sense
How reliable are our networks? How likely or
possible is it for hackers to attack infra
structure services? These questions have
been intensively discussed in recent months.
Public authorities are directly affected by
these issues because they also impact their
availability to call on first responders.
1

Crisis-proof

In an emergency cell-based communication systems are
most vulnerable and can easily become overloaded.
Digital alerting networks from Swissphone are based on
POCSAG broadcast technology that can’t congest, no
matter how many users are using it. Unlike cell-based
network technologies, Swissphone networks don’t rely on
any third party infrastructure such as TCP/IP-connections
or the cellular network. Also, the architecture includes
extreme redundancy and a series of fallback modes for
maximum resilience.

2

Better Coverage

Swissphone alerting networks provide better indoor
paging coverage that fire fighters need. This is because of
two things: 1) The designs and site locations are not
limited to those selected for voice coverage, which are
often driven by the needs of law enforcement. 2) The
system can be easily expanded to address the needs of a
growing community with expanding construction and
geography, and it can be done at a fraction of the cost of
expanding P25 or tone/voice systems.

3

3

Lower Response Time

Swissphone’s system enables extremely fast and efficient
dispatching processes. Previously, a dispatcher had to
gather too much information before initiating the voice
page. This can easily delay an alert by several minutes.
With Swissphone’s DiCal Network, the emergency alert
can be generated by the system and dispatched within
seconds – immediately activating the exact people that
are supposed to get the information without adding
to the dispatcher’s workload. While the responders are
already heading to their department/vehicles, the
dispatcher is free to continue gathering more information
about the call. This saves lives by getting responders to
the scene several minutes faster.

4

Lower Costs

Swissphone’s Dical alerting networks and robust end-user
devices allow for lower investment costs than any other
viable alternative, as shown in the case study of Iowa
County on page 7. In addition, the robust network design
allows for extremely low maintenance cost.
Finally, Swissphone components allow you to protect your
previous investments: Swissphone analog pagers can be
turned into digital pagers with a simple firmware update
at no cost, allowing you to smoothly migrate to digital
alerting (see whitepaper «Keys to a Smooth Migration to
Digital Alerting» on page 6).

5

NFPA 1221 compliant

Built-in redundancy and resilience in order to guarantee
that emergency services communication services work at
all times. In a nutshell, this is what NFPA 1221 is all about.
NFPA 1221 explicitly states that that the communication
system must be separate from the alerting network.
Unlike P25 pagers 1 and app-based alerting 2, the
Swissphone solution offers you full compliance with the
NFPA 1221 standard. Swissphone’s end-to-end-encryp
tion is also compliant with many state and federal
regulations, such as HIPAA, meaning that sensitive data
can be protected at all times.

1

NFPA 1221 Standard, 2019 edition, A.9.1.1.5.1(2): Where the primary dispatch circuit is provided through a radio system, regardless of whether the
system is a conventional radio, a trunked radio, or a microwave radio, the system cannot also be used to provide the secondary means of dispatch.

2

NFPA 1221 Standard, 2019 edition, 9.4.2.1*: The paging system shall be under the direct control of the AHJ where used as a method of
emergency dispatch.
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References
For our dedicated digital
alerting network
«If voice paging was offered
to me for free, I would turn
the offer down. The advantages of digital paging in
time, accuracy and efficiency
are too great to give up.»
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of that resistance, but knew the money wasn’t there to do
anything else. I had to stress to the complainants that we
needed to give the new system a chance; maybe it won’t
be that bad.
Are there any advantages of digital paging vs.
voice paging?
The advantages are immense over what we were previously doing. We wasted so much time paging out the
emergency calls, taking up valuable dispatcher time and
clogging the radio with voice paging. Now we put out a
digital message, giving the basics of the call. While the
responders are heading to their vehicles (many of them
volunteers) the dispatcher is free to continuing to gather
more information about the call. We are not putting 911
callers on hold while we are paging. The dispatcher is
continuing the exchange of vital information in the midst of
the page. Digital paging is a very efficient method of
paging one or multiple response agencies. We are cutting
no less than two minutes off of our page time, sometimes
more, depending on how many responder types we are
calling out.

Sheriff Robert Rotter, Iowa County
What feedback do you get from users about the
new pagers in regards to battery autonomy, robustness and ease of use in general?
People are quite amazed at how long the battery life is.
The pagers themselves are so simple to use, most people
would be able to operate the pager with little or no training.
The pagers themselves are very rugged and are able to
withstand a harsh environment superior to that of the old
voice pagers.

Iowa County chose Swissphone’s DiCal digital alerting
solution as a complement to its Harris P25 land mobile
radio system due to coverage, cost and reliability. The
system is up and running since June 2018 and in service
since August 2018. Read the interview with County Sheriff
Robert Rotter.
From a Sheriff’s perspective, what made you decide
for digital paging?
Originally, digital paging was a cost savings move. We did
not have the funding required to replace the infrastructure
needed to continue with voice paging.
How did you deal with resistance to changing from
voice to digital paging?
We held firm in the belief that we needed to use digital
paging for a decent length of time before we could
critique the system. I was one of the people that was part

Are there any disadvantages of digital paging that
remain still today?
By this time in our use of digital paging, I would have
anticipated there would be some problems arising.
I have not identified a disadvantage other than initially
dealing with the naysayers who think they would prefer
voice paging.
Did you consider using P-25 pagers as an alternative to digital paging?
Narrow banding had a devastating effect on our ability to
page in our rural county. In order to continue paging via
voice paging, an entirely new infrastructure would have
had to be built. The costs of a new P25 voice system
would have made an already expensive radio upgrade
project unattainable. Had it not been for the cost advantages of the Swissphone system, I really have no idea how
we would have been able to move forward. After having
used the Swissphone system for several months, I can
honestly say the high cost of P25 voice paging was a
stroke of luck. It prevented us from building a new P25
voice paging system and it got us where we are now, with
a superior digital paging system, at a much lower cost.
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Why are you not solely relying on apps for alerting
first responders?
We have had multiple experiences across multiple
incidents which caused the cell system to be taken down
by heavy use. To rely on app based systems is not a
method of notification we are willing to consider, except as
a backup to the digital system.
Can you tell us about your experiences during an
active shooter exercise?
During a school active shooter drill, which was highly
publicized, the residents living in the area began to use
their cell phones to call friends and neighbors to discuss
what they were seeing. This cell phone activity was
enough to take down the local cell service. It severely
impacted our use of cell phone technology and taught us
some very valuable lessons. Thank goodness we learned
these lessons in a drill and not during an actual shooting
event.
What role did digital paging play during the active
shooter exercise?
Our full scale drill happened before we went to digital
paging. We will be using digital paging this fall for our drill
and I will be able to report more then.

«The system is running since
Nov 2018 and works well
ever since. Our volunteers
get their calls much quicker
and it is more reliable than
the earlier system.»
Judy Flores, Director, Black Hawk Consolidated Public
Safety Communications Center

Does FirstNet play a role for your County going
forward? If it does, what roles in your organization
get a FirstNet device for what use?
We are still studying the subject of FirstNet. At this time
there is only partial coverage for FirstNet in Iowa County.
As more towers go into service, we will conduct coverage
testing to see if FirstNet has a role to play in Iowa County.
Any closing statement from your side?
I mentioned previously that I was not in favor of going to
digital paging. I thought digital paging was a cheap
substitute for voice paging and felt voice paging was the
premier method of public safety paging. After using our
new Swissphone system for some time now, I would not
even consider going back to voice paging. If voice paging
was offered to me for free, with a full refund of our digital
paging costs, I would turn the offer down. The advantages
of digital paging in time, accuracy and efficiency are too
great to give up.

Blackhawk County is another county in Iowa that
switched over to a private digital alerting network – for
the same reasons as Iowa County.
«The system is up and running since Nov 2018 and works
well ever since. Our volunteers get their calls much
quicker and it is more reliable than the earlier system,»
says Judy Flores, Administrative Supervisor 911 Professional. Blackhawk today connects the network to its
CAD system through a middleware gateway. However,
the County plans to replace its CAD software and the
integration of the paging network controller interface
(TMIP) was part of their RFP for the new CAD. «By
building first the network, and then changing our CAD,
we manage to get a seamless integration of the two.
This will shave down the alerting time further, to a few
seconds only.»
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Smooth Migration to Digital Alerting
With the rise of digital technology, many agencies and counties are switching over to
P25 digital voice communication systems. For successful migration planning, the
future of the alerting infrastructure needs to be taken into account from the start.
The option discussed in this whitepaper is the migration to digital paging.
Please consult our «Smooth Migration» video and whitepaper to learn more about
this seamless transition.

Keys to a Smooth
Migration to
Digital Alerting

Watch our video
«Smooth Migration to
Digital Alerting»

White Paper

Including
New Features 2018
Making your Migration
Even More Seamless


www.swissphone.com

Download our
whitepaper
«Keys to Smooth
Migration to Digital
Alerting»

Need Help with Funding?
Does this look familiar to you? You need a new paging network or pagers, but lack
the funds to move ahead. Grants can help get the necessary funding.
Swissphone has launched a partnership with FireGrantsHelp to support you throughout the entire grant process. With our partnership you have access to:
••
••
••
••

View available grants for pagers and paging networks
weekly grant alerts of upcoming grants for pagers and paging networks
Free grant consulting and grant application help
50% discount grant writing services
FREE GRANT RESEARCH
The team at FireGrantsHelp has searched through hundreds of federal, state and
foundation grants, in order to help you find the right fit for your project. The long
list of grants available to you is exceptional:
•• 54 grants available for funding of digital alerting networks
•• 132 grants available for funding of voice pagers
FREE GRANT CONSULTING AND APPLICATION HELP
Once you have identified the short list of grants you want to apply for, The
FireGrantHelp team will provide you with free consulting throughout the process
as well as review your final application for free prior to submission.
50% DISCOUNT ON GRANT WRITING
Should you need additional help, grant writing services are available to
Swissphone customers at a 50% discount.

Visit Swissphone’s Grant Assistance Program and get started today.
https://www.firegrantshelp.com/Swissphone-Grant-Assistance/

Visit Swissphone’s
Grant Assistance
Program and get
started today
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Case Study
Iowa County did the math
Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
Cost over five
years

Option 1:
DiCal digital
paging

Option 2:
P-25 Paging

Option 3:
Upgrade analog
infrastructure

Option 4:
FirstNet

Infrastructure

$400’000
for turnkey infrastructure including web
interfaces for fire
chiefs and s.ONE

Approx. $1.5M
for three new P25
sites (additional
microwave backhaul
required)

Approx $1M
for new simulcast
controller.

$765’600
for 319 subscriptions
over 5-year period
($40 per month per
user)

319 Pagers

$92’000
($288 / pager
including charger
and and BLE
connection to
smartphone)

$214’000
($670 / pager
including charger)

(keep old analog
pagers)

$319’000
($500 / FirstNet
capable phone);
expected lifetime of
2.5 years

Total

$0.5M

$1.7M

$1M

$1M

Figure 1: DiCal digital paging is the most cost-effective solution for alerting and fully compliant
with NFPA 1221.

For Iowa County, a recent upgrade to digital radio has delivered a spectacular boost in communications and alerting performance. Where previously it took many minutes to contact all of the the
emergency responders needed to cover an incident, today the whole alerting process can be
completed in seconds.
In preparing for its digital rollout, which went live in August 2018, the county chose a hybrid approach
which combined Project 25 radio for voice communications with a separate DiCal digital paging
network from Swissphone for alerting Fire and Ambulance responders. Alongside the improvement in
speed, the hybrid combination delivers reliable coverage of this largely rural area at the lowest total
cost of ownership compared with the other options.
Cutting Down 20+ Minutes
The DiCal digital paging network replaces an old tone-voice paging system which could be tricky for
the dispatchers to handle. «Previously our infrastructure consisted of two tower sites for paging and
the radio, and there were a couple of satellite radio sites», explains Josh Humphrey, Emergency
Management Director for Iowa County. «They had to guess: ’Do I page off the south tower or off the
north one, for whichever agency is related to the event?’ »
To complicate matters further, the south tower was prone to interference from a store-and-send
repeater in one of the towns, and the tone-voice paging system allowed only one agency to be paged
at a time. «We had a policy setting for which agency had priority over others», he adds. «So if we
wanted to page the whole county, it might take us 20–25 minutes to page everyone – whereas now it
takes seconds to page everyone. So, alerting-wise, it’s a huge, huge time-saver.»
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Another limitation of the tone-voice system was that it occupied the whole radio
channel during the alerting process – no one else could use the channel until it had
finished. But with the new system, alerting takes place over a separate radio network
and does not consume resources of the voice radio network. It also releases human
resources at the dispatcher stations: messages are dispatched automatically when a
call is assigned. Dispatchers are thus free to take further telephone calls or to monitor
the activities on the voice radio in order to gather more information about the incident.
Banishing Phantoms
«We have eight paging sites now», Humphrey continues. «And the infrastructure is a
lot beefier: reliability and coverage are exponentially better. We were having a lot of
issues with tone-voice paging where we would get phantom pages at 3 a.m. They
happen when pages from other counties using the same frequencies and tones are
received in Iowa County due to special atmospheric circumstances. And there would
be nothing there – there was no real call. We don’t get any of that any more!»
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The dispatcher wastes no
valuable time and first
responders get to the scene
much faster.

The new system is the outcome of three years’ work by a five-member radio committee, now the county’s radio governance board. This led to a contract signed in
2016 – a big decision for the county. The supplier chosen to provide the Swissphone
DiCal paging network was Iowa-based RACOM Corporation, which has provided a
similar Swissphone alerting system to nearby Blackhawk County (see reference), with
more counties currently migrating.
Among the alternatives evaluated by the committee was to use the Project 25
800MHz network for paging as well as voice. «This looked promising – but only one
company was offering pagers at that time, and they were expensive. A further
drawback of the P25 paging option was that extra radio sites would have been
needed to achieve adequate radio coverage across the county. While a DiCal site
costs less than $20’000, a new P25 site can cost half a million dollars, and three of
the towers which today carry DiCal paging transmitters would not have been suitable
for P25. «Those towers wouldn’t be able to support the microwave backhaul»,
explains Steve Holmes, Senior Project Manager at RACOM. «So that would have
been an additional big expense, to install a bigger tower that would support the
backhaul. That in itself is a huge saving.»
Wireless Architecture
A key feature of today’s installed DiCal digital alerting solution is that its secondary
sites do not require a TCP/IP connection. Instead, they can link one to another using
the air interface on the paging frequency (see boxout). They broadcast the message
synchronously, either per ring or throughout the entire network (see boxout). This
eliminates interference issues. Additionally, network growth and redesign are made
much easier as the addition of base stations doesn’t require additional backhaul
equipment nor does it require a complete redo of the entire network design.
«So we have three sites now that aren’t on microwave – they are a secondary ring»,
says Josh Humphrey. And he reflects: «The cost which it was going to take to add
new towers and expensive P25 sites, and then to buy all those pagers – a $200 pager
versus a $670 pager. Which one would you want to buy?»

 Learn More
To learn more about
Swissphone’s radio network
architecture, please read the
chapter «Highly Safe, Fast
and Flexible Private Network»
on page 11.
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Stewards’ Decision
Yet another possibility was to convert the existing analog network to simulcast paging,
retaining its tone-voice pagers. However, simply to add the simulcast controller could
have cost as much as $1 million. Also, when they compared the analog simulcast
option against replacing the entire system with an all-new eight-site digital paging
installation – the entire digital network plus more than 300 brand new state-of-the-art
digital pagers for our volunteers worked out $500,000 cheaper than just upgrading
the old analog network and keeping our old analog pagers. «It was pretty much no
question that this was the best solution», Humphrey declares. «As a steward of
taxpayer money, how would you justify not, knowing that with simulcast tone-voice
paging we were still going to get those phantom pages in the middle of the night,
we’d still have reliability issues with the pagers such as battery issues. All those things
still would exist with the tone-voice paging that we had before.»
«Now we are seeing anywhere from six to eight weeks on a battery without charging
it, and I’m getting every page on my pager. All our requirements were met.»
BLE Connected Pagers
Even though apps are used as a supplement to back up the paging network, they
were never considered as a true replacement option for pagers. Based on cellular
networks, apps are too unreliable and prone to be congested in a real crisis in order
to be taken into account for alerting. As a supplementary alerting system, to back up
the paging network, the county has been using a commercial service which communicates with smartphones via a mobile app.

But this will be soon replaced by Swissphone’s s.ONE software, an application for
alerting, monitoring and resource management, in conjunction with the s.QUAD
pagers connected to the s.ONE app on smartphones of firefighters via the BLE
connection of the pager. This hybrid option of the s.QUAD allows the firefighter to let
the dispatcher know his availability and to acknowledge an alert. Also, it allows to
send alerts when the user is outside of the county with no DiCal coverage.
FirstNet was not an option for Iowa County when they purchased their new dispatch
and alerting solution. Purchasing FirstNet approved smartphones plus FirstNet
subscriptions for all fire fighters today, would cost significantly more over a period of
five years than a DiCal network and s.QUAD pagers. In our experience, a DiCal
Network will outlive this time period by far – Swissphone’s 7000+ base stations have
an MTBF (meantime between failure) of 7.4 years and many Swissphone networks
have been operating for 10-20 years.

Many Swissphone
networks have been
operating for 10-20 years.
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Self-Monitored System
Swissphone digital paging systems have a feature of communicating between base
stations via the air interface which also means that all base stations can still be
reached even if one or several TCP/IP connections to the primary sites should fail in a
blackout. In that case, the network automatically switches over to the so-called
«Wide Broadcast Mode» connecting all base stations via the air interface. This is one
of the fallback levels of the DiCal System.
The entire alerting network and its components are self-monitored and set up
redundantly, and thus compliant with NFPA 1221. Should the CAD fail, the system
offers a redundant alerting terminal in the control room, allowing dispatchers to send
alerts manually if needed. In extreme emergencies, the network is capable of taking
alert requests from any base station thanks to decentralized alerting.
Also, with the digital paging solution, the fire chiefs themselves are able to page out
their staff and send alerts. Through the solution’s web-based client-server, any fire
chief or official who was granted access can send alerts or messages to their teams
from anywhere they have web access.
Even beyond meeting the required speed for alerting, these two advantages –
extreme resilience and ownership of the network and its management by the county,
coupled with the lowest total cost of ownership, made Iowa County choose a private
digital alerting network. «We believe owning our own private alerting network is a
huge benefit versus putting all eggs in one basket with P25, or by betting your
chances with apps,» says Josh Humphrey.
Seamless Start-up
«Not having to rely on an IP backhaul and not having to deal with simulcast overlap
leading to signal interference and a pager missing a page or receiving it unreadable is
actually a big advantage of the Dical architecture versus the analog simulcast
architecture,» says Steve Holmes, Senior Project Manager at RACOM.
The paging system went live after 30 days of shadow operation, having been integrated with the county’s existing CAD system through a gateway. The only challenges
were how to get pager users to abandon voice and work with an alphanumeric digital
pager. Training was provided for operators and the users, including the county’s many
volunteer responders to make certain that they were comfortable with the new
system. Thanks to good stakeholder management, the users adopted well to the
transition from voice to digital.
For the dispatchers, the biggest improvement is in being able to target their messages, Humphrey believes. «They have the ability to select however many agencies are
involved in that incident, select them all, give them the same message, send it once,
not having to repeat that message multiple times over several minutes... That speeds
up the alerting process, which is the whole point of an alerting system.»

Thanks to good stakeholder
management, the users
adopted well to the transition
from voice to digital.
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Highly Safe, Fast and Flexible Private Network
Swissphone’s DiCal networks are based on the POCSAG protocol that is today’s
predominant standard for digital alerting technology. In the US, DiCal networks are
typically built in the VHF range 136-174 MHz. This relatively low frequency band, with
its low free-space loss, provides a greater transmission range than mobile communications systems in the UHF bands. In addition, VHF signals penetrate obstacles such
as house walls better, since the attenuation of electromagnetic waves is typically less
at low frequencies. In comparable circumstances, radio networks with a low operating frequency require fewer base stations to deliver equivalent signal coverage than
radio networks at higher operating frequencies (such as P25 or mobile phone
communications).
Alerting networks are based on the so-called broadcast method. A broadcast is a
transmission of information to any number of users of a radio network in a single
operation. This method is ideal for simultaneously alerting a large (virtually any size)
group of persons and providing them with the necessary information. This virtually
rules out the possibility of the network being congested.
Flexible Architecture
The DiCal digital network architecture described in this whitepaper allows highly
flexible and extremely resilient private networks that don’t rely on third-party infrastructure. They are composed of
•• Primary base stations: Connected by LAN, WAN, LTE or directional radio (all TCP/
IP-based), they transmit messages and control the secondary base stations.
Multiple primary base stations are synchronized via GPS in order to avoid inter
ferences.
•• Secondary base stations: Not requiring TCP/IP connection, they are situated
around primary base stations in one or several rings. They receive the alert over the
air, synchronously retransmitting the signal from ring to ring.
The network architecture is available with a single primary base station or with several
(multi-)primary base stations. If requested, the network architecture can also be built
as an all primary architecture, with every base station connected via TCP/IP. However,
a multi primary architecture allows for more cost saving while preserving the advantage of the system to be extremely fast and resilient.
DiCal Network Architecture
Single primary

Multi primary

All primary

Figure 2: The DiCal network architecture is flexible when it comes to TCP/IP connected
base stations. Only one, several or all base stations can be connected. The best trade off of
speed, redundancy and cost savings are achieved with the multi primary architecture.
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Fallback Modes
If the TCP/IP connection to one primary base station breaks, this base station will
start acting as a secondary base station instead, receiving the alert over the radio
path and retransmitting it to its corresponding secondary base stations. This is
the so-called Wide Broadcast Mode, one of several fallback modes of the network
architecture.
Normal Broadcast Mode of a Multi Primary System
Transmission
primary BS

Retransmission
Ring 1

Retransmission
Ring 2

Wide Broadcast Mode of a Multi Primary System
Transmission
primary BS

Retransmission
Ring 1

Retransmission
Ring 2

Retransmission
Ring 3

Retransmission
Ring 4

Retransmission
Ring 5

Retransmission
Ring 6

Retransmission
Ring 7

Figure 3: Example of a network with three primary base stations of two rings of secondary
base stations each. In case the TCP/IP connection to one of the primary base stations break,
the network automatically switches to wide broadcast mode that covers the area with
synchronous retransmissions.
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Network Status Monitoring
Thanks to the network status feedback, it is always possible to obtain conclusive
information on both broadcast transmission confirmation and the function state of
every base station. Together with a redundant setup of all components, this feature
makes DiCal fully compliant with NFPA 1221.

Central
alarm input
terminals

Alerting
network controller

Radio network

CAD

Primary base
station
POCSAG

Terminals

Secondary
base station
(≥1 ring)
Pager

Network Controller
(Redundant)
Fallback
alarm input
Redundant path

Decentral alarm
input

POCSAG alerting

Net status
feedback

Decentral alerting

Direct serial
connection

4800 baud

Figure 4: Swissphone’s DiCal network architecture is set up fully redundant. Network status
feedback allows to track the transmission of any message and provides a Health check of
the system.

The network also allows for decentral alerting via every station as an additional
fallback and for ultrafast distribution of the alert with a separate transportation layer
on the same frequency, however with up to 4800 baud. In this case, the alert is
transmitted to the pagers by all base stations at the same time by simulcast.

Swissphone provides a proven solution at an affordable cost.
Do you want to learn more?
Visit: www.swissphone.com, info.usa@swissphone.com or
call 800-596-1914 us.

Swissphone LLC
561 Garden Drive, Unit D
Windsor, CO 80550
Phone +1 800 596 1914
Fax
+1 970 460 3014
info.usa@swissphone.com

Multi baud

